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あなたの影を見せてください
わたしの影と並べてみましよう
きつとてもよく似ている

—《ひ．と．び．と》平田俊子

Please show me your shadow
Let's put yours next to mine

I'm sure we look alike

– P-E-O-P-L-E, Hirata Toshiko



8 memebers of ZINE COOP and Queer Reads Library 流動閱
酷 on the way to Kitakagaya Flea and Asia Book Market 2019. 
8 memebers:
Beatrix Pang 彭倩幗
Forrest Lau
Rachel Lau
Kaitlin Chan 陳家賢
Michael Leung 梁志剛
Anh Tran 陳邦英
Atom Cheung
Siu Ding 小丁

25 m
ay 2019

Kitakagaya

大
坂



Jonathan Yu 余在思, Anh Tran 陳邦英 and Michael Leung 梁志剛, the booth of 
Calligraphy Moment and Shanghai Street Studio (SSS) on 3/F of the Flea.

26 m
ay 2019



William Shum from Barbarian Books and Beatrix Pang from Zine Coop, chilling.

Mimi Six, the booth of Art and Culture Outreach 艺鵠書店 on 3/F

Forrest Lau, the curator of "A Thin Booklet"(薄簿仔) and "Zinema" (電影
自學誌), attended a Taiwanese publisher's sharing on 3/F.

「最喜歡係地面果度
望到海既地方～
我中意食咖哩，
佢地全部都係咖哩，
所以有吃到喜歡的
食物。
差不多眼見到既書都
中意～」

Mimi Six

Atom Cheung, author of Fragments from a Revisit of
Stories Unfinished in the coffee corner on ground floor



Jonathan Yu, writer. The creator of  
"Calligraphy Moment" 書字.

Rachel Lau is a writer, artist, and audio 
storyteller living in Hong Kong. Change 
is her self-published zine.

Anh Tran, curator of the "Kami paper", 
using handmade upcycled paper to make
environmentally-friendly notebooks.



“It felt very special 
to be in Kitakagaya 
together, all of us 
away from our regular 
routines in Hong Kong. 
Nice to have the mental 
space and energy to 
encounter new works, 
meet new friends and 
also discuss each 
other's projects. My 
senses felt sharper. 
I felt awake to every 
sensation: the morning 
sun on my face, the 
taste of curry on rice, 
the sharp smell of 
grilled takoyaki. Zine 
Coop is like takoyaki. 
Lots of different 
elements take some 
time to be brought 
together, but with the 
right balance, the result 
is delicious.”

Kaitlin Chan 陳家賢
Lunch together 

Their favourite spot aroung the Flea



“The Osaka trip for 
me was about new 
friendships forged, 
most of the people 
I had probably met 
fleetingly a couple of 
times in HK and some 
I had just met in Osaka 
for the first time. Little 
moments of 
laughter bringing the 
group together such as 
B spitting out a piping 
hot takoyaki ball onto 
a stranger's parked 
bike on the street and 
cleaning it on the first 
night to 12 people 
unsuccessfully trying to 
fit into a small passport 
photo booth for an 
impromptu 
photo session 
on the last night of the 
Kitakagaya flea still 
makes me giggle when 
I think of it.”

Anh Tran 陳邦英



Some of the choices from the Osaka trip include:

1. 
Say "wah diu（哇，屌）" every day at 12pm no
matter what time zone, or release a big fart at 12pm
every day no matter what time zone.

2. 
Run over your neighbours dog with your car by 
accident or drop the ashes of your ancestor off a 
cliff by accident

3. 
Accidentally tell your friend that you don't like their 
work and lose them as a friend or as you introduce 
your cousin to your new school, say a mean thing to 
cousin that makes the cousin drop out.

There's also another one I told Will and Momo which
is...
4. 
Not tell the neighbour's parents that their kid is 
depressed and then the child disappears and no 
one can find them or accidentally spill water and ruin 
an ancient scroll that is endangered and priceless 
to an indigenous population.

“Would you rather is a dilemma 
game where two choices are 
presented. The game allows 
me to exercise my over active 
imagination and come up with 
strange scenarios.”

Kaitlin Chan 陳家賢

Kaitlin Chan 陳家賢





Rachel Lau



Beatrix Pang 彭倩幗 Beatrix Pang with her mobile Queer Reads Library at Singapore Art Bookfair (because we 
didn't have time to take a pic in Osaka) 



“Your laughter. Your clarity 
and conviction when you 
articulate your vision. Your 
propensity for late night 
deep talks. Your eye for 
the obscure. Your ability 
to share with open arms 
without losing who you are. 
Your storytelling, Jenga 
skills, ways with papers and 
threads, brushes and inks, 
batter and octopus. Your 
honesty. I'm amazed by all 
that, and our many tiny bitsy 
moments... that really light 
my fire.”

Atom Cheung

Atom Cheung



Jonathan Yu 余在思 Anh Tran 陳邦英



Forrest Lau



I know of the leafy paths that the witches take,

Who come with their crowns of pearl and their spindles of wool,

And their secret smile, out of the depths of the lake;

I know where a dim moon drifts, where the Danaan kind

Wind and unwind their dances when the light grows cool

On the island lawns, their feet where the pale foam gleams;

No boughs have withered because of  the wintry wind,

The boughs have withered because I have told them my dreams.

– The withering of the boughs, 

William Butler Yeats

Last hour at the Flea. Forrest 
suggested we sit at the pier, his 
favourite spot. The sun is setting. 
Sunlight glosses over everything 
from a 45-degree angle, shimmering, 
casting long shadows. Warm breeze 
and quiet air. A typical sunset moment 
in Japan. Clean and clear.
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William Shum and Momoe Narazaki 楢崎萌々恵

William and Momoe drove us to one of their secret
spots. We sat by the water, enjoyed the breeze. 
They said the villagers had made this a tourist 
spot but failed to attract visitors. Only the wooden 
bridge remained and the other parts of the 
facilities are taken back by nature now. Michael's 
eyes were bothered by allergy, might have been 
the pollen or dust. He closed his eyes and relaxed 
in front of the lens.



We had lunch in the ramen shop in the other village. The shop is
run by a sweet couple, Yabe Taka 矢部和 and Yabe Tetsuo 矢部
哲夫. The noodles were chewy and tasty. Lady Taka especially 
made us rice balls with Purple Perilla Leaf(紫蘇葉) and  vegetable 
tempura. All the dishes were delicious. Thanks for their warm 
hospitality.
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Hasegawa Kumi　長谷川 久美 Hasegawa Etsuko　長谷川 悅子



Kumi-san showed us around her fields. She had planted herbs and tea. She
turned a storage farm hut into a private teahouse. The place was decorated
with vintage furniture, weed and wild flowers. It looked like a place in classic 
Japanese photos. She made us tea. We had a good time.

Kumi-san grew up with her family in the farm. She loves the village life. She
is a photographer and she built her own dark room. It's actually the only 
dark room in the village. She showed us her family photos. I liked them, so 
much love. I suggested she do a photo exhibition on the field. That would be 
amazing.



Barbarian Books published this zine about Motoji-san, who run a woodworks 
workshop in his house. Our finished products are shown here. (photo by WIlliam 
Shum)



“During our stay at Barbarian Books they kindly introduced 
us to a farmer called Motoji-san. While showing us his farm 
we ended up having a tea break back at his house and in the 
biscuit basket we saw his small collection of cute handmade 
wooden keyrings/ badges that he makes from branches 
that have fallen from his trees and from that It turned into 
a spontaneous workshop and we ended up making a few 
ourselves, Motoji-san is very creative and very welcoming so 
it was a lot of fun. It’s nice to have a badge hanging on my 
Jacket that we reminds me of that warm afternoon.”

Anh Tran 陳邦英

The wooden faces made by Motoji-san. They look
like biscuits in the basket, so cute.

Michael with wooden badge

Motoji　片岡 元次 (photo by WIlliam Shum, edited by Siu Ding)



Hoshi Keisuke　星敬介



We planted the cucumbers in the late morning together.

Baby cucumbers in the fertilizer



Sharing by Anh Tran on "Kami paper" and Michael on Shanghai Street 
Studio (SSS)

Sharing by Michael with translation by Momoe in the local farmers meeting.
(photo by WIlliam Shum)

Sharing about "Community Cinema Hong Kong" by Siu Ding and 
screening: Back To Base/ Disposition, animations by Mak Siu Fung 麥
少峰 (photo by WIlliam Shum)



Book binding workshop by Anh Tran. (photo by WIlliam Shum)



Mandala workshop by Siu Ding
(photo by WIlliam Shum)
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Aomame　青豆 William likes Aomame 青豆. He says Aomame means "blue bean" in Japanese. 
She is clever and alert. It takes time to be close to her. She slept with me for 
a while before the day I left.



Tengo 天吾 always wants to go out. He slept with me on the day 
of my arrival. He is active, stupid, and nice.

Momoe removes the weeds on her field.



Momoe Narazaki 楢崎萌々恵William Shum
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Before we left, our neighbour Higuchi Yuichi 樋口裕一
brought some homemade Indian milk tea for us. (Photo by 
William Shum)
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Photographs open doors into the past,
but they also allow a look into the future.
— Sally Mann
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Motoji-san's farm






